Community Safety Advisory Board
February 17, 2021, 11:30 AM-12:30 PM, Zoom

Before meeting: Please review the attached materials before the meeting.

AGENDA

1. Overview (Clyde Yancy, 11:30-11:40 am, 10 min)
   a. Chair Clyde Yancy welcomes the group and outline its charge
      • Chair Yancy discussed the group’s charge, the commitment to post agendas and attendance publicly, and answered questions on CSAB governance

2. Introductions (Clyde Yancy, 11:40-11:55 am, 15 min)
   a. Chair Yancy asks each member to talk about their background and why they joined the board
      • Members introduced themselves

3. Group Discussion (CSAB, 11:55 am-12:20 pm, 25 min)
   a. The group shares thoughts on priorities for campus safety
      • Members of the group spoke about their personal experiences with campus safety and how it informs their perspective on security overall
      • Topics included:
         o How the Chicago need and experience for security differs from that in Evanston
         o The desire to feel safe, secure, and comfortable on campus while still being able to call upon assistance when necessary, and how campus security officers can sometimes elicit the opposite feelings instead
         o The need for mental health supports that are accessible and meet the demand for services, for both undergraduate and graduate students
         o Definitions of what “safe and well” would mean

4. Next steps and wrap up (Clyde Yancy, 12:20-12:30 pm, 10 min)
   a. Recap, reminders, and next meeting

Follow-ups from meeting:
• Send Carol a ~150 word bio (emphasizing experiences or qualifications that led you to joining the board) and recent picture for use on the CSAB website and membership announcement

Enclosures:
1. CSAB Update: CSAB responsibilities, timeline of major activities, Safety & Security external review overview, notable changes made so far
Attendees: Clyde Yancy (chair), Steve Adams, Nate Daigle, Melissa Foster, Keith Herzog, George Langford, Rashmi Raj, Carolyn Ramirez, Pablo Rodriguez, Jay Towns, Teresa Vergara Miranda, Andrew Wang, Carol Chen (staff)